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ABSTRACT: A soft-contact film transfer method was developed to prepare multilayer photoresist thin films
that enable high-resolution spectroscopic and reflectivity measurements for determining the reaction-diffusion
kinetic parameters and photoacid diffusion length. Infrared reflectance absorption spectroscopy was applied to
follow, quantitatively, the reaction-diffusion kinetics during the post-exposure bake (PEB) step; the time
evolution of the average deprotection level across a bilayer filmwithmodel photoresists is described by a kinetics
model with three parameters: a reaction rate constant (kP), the phenomenological photoacid trapping constant
(kT), and the photoacid diffusion constant (DH). A polymeric and molecular resist for next-generation extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) lithographywith chemically analogous structurewas studiedwith thismethodology.The three
kinetic parameters follow an Arrhenius dependence but show quantitative differences between these two
photoresists at a givenPEB temperature. Further itwas demonstrated that the photoaciddiffusion length is not a
simple function of diffusion coefficient; instead, it is dictated by all three kinetics parameters jointly in addition to
the deprotection level at which the resist becomes soluble in an aqueous developer solution. These observations
qualitatively explain the experimentally observed shorter photoacid diffusion length of the molecular resist in
comparison to its polymeric counterpart.

1. Introduction

Photoresist materials enable the fabrication of advanced inte-
grated circuits with ever-decreasing feature sizes. As next-
generation light sources are developed, using extreme ultraviolet
light of wavelength 13.5 nm, photoresist formulations must meet
strict image-fidelity criteria in order to maintain the expected
performance in feature size reduction or resolution. The quality
of the patterned structures depends upon sequential process steps
that influence the spatial distribution of either the photoacids or
photoacid-catalyzed reaction-diffusion process.1,2 The relation-
ships between the initial optical exposure and the feature quality
are specifically controlled by the reaction-diffusion of the
photoacid3-5 into nominally unexposed regions. This image
spreading or blurring is caused by photoacid diffusion.6,7 Con-
trolling the reaction-diffusion process remains the predominant
strategy to achieve resolution (critical dimension, CD)8-12 and
line-edge roughness (LER), metrics for the ultimate resolution of
a printed feature. Since the photoacid diffusion length (Ld) must
generally be reduced to lengths smaller than the expected feature
size (Ld < CD), the characterization of the reaction-diffusion
kinetics and photoacid diffusion length becomes increasingly
important to photolithography technology.

In any lithographic study the measured CD is a function of
numerous process and formulation conditions that have been
optimized. Subsequently, analysis of scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images provides a direct measure of final resolution and
LER. A particular challenge has been to develop quantitative
models with physical parameters to calculate full three-dimensional

features. Commercial programs often benchmark parameters
based upon lithographically defined line and space features. How-
ever, interpreting parameters from independent experiments in
terms of variables traceable to basic chemical reaction-diffusion
equations and or phenomenological parameters has seen recent
interest as the desired feature sizes have appeared to reach their
resolution limits. One variable of particular importance is the
photoacid diffusion length. While the photoacid is an ionic species
and therefore should follow the diffusion of an electrolyte,13 most
experimental data treat the photoacid a single species rather than
the coupled diffusion with distinct diffusivities of the proton and
counteranion.

In order to reduce the photoacid diffusion length, one may
develop methods to restrict the diffusivity, such as increasing the
molar mass or operating at lower temperatures relative to the
glass transition.14-17 In some cases the effect of film confinement
was attributed to reduced diffusivity via the change in physico-
chemical properties.18,19 However, photoresist films are not inert
layers but undergo simultaneous reaction and diffusion.3 The
presence of diffusing small molecules catalyzes the additional
chemical reaction which drastically changes the polarity of the
matrix10,16,20-23 as the volatile reaction products leave the film or
less fugitive products may modify the local viscoelastic proper-
ties. This raises fundamental issues regarding the validity of a
single diffusion constant in a glassy medium,16,20 the influence of
a changing density or glass transition temperature, and the role of
multicomponent mixtures on the effective diffusion of a low
molar mass species. In this paper we extend a phenomeno-
logical model to understand experimental data regarding the
complex reaction-diffusion process. We demonstrate that a
diffusion equation combined with simple reaction is insufficient
to model the experimental data. Phenomenologically, a process
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that reduces the availability or efficiency of photoacids is required
in a spatially dependent and reaction-time-dependent manner.
This is referred to as a photoacid trapping process, whereby the
trapping rate is proportional to the trapping constant and first
order in photoacid concentration and polar reactant products. A
scheme is experimentally developed to provide a quantification of
the photoacid diffusion length in the absence of a model, but
based upon measurable film thickness.

The basics of diffusion are rooted in Brownian motion where-
by the mean-square displacement is governed by the number of
steps and effective step length, ÆR2æ=NLd

2 or, equivalently, the
diffusion constant and time, ÆR2æ=6Dt. In photoresist materials
the diffusion length is generally defined by (2Dt)1/2, where theD is
the apparent diffusion coefficient of photoacid in a photoresist
and the t is the time permitted for the reaction-diffusion process.
However, despite the convenience of this analysis, the quantifica-
tion of diffusion length in the real situation is more complicated.
First, a direct measurement of the diffusion coefficient of the
photoacid is extremely difficult not only because the concentra-
tion of photoacid is very low, resulting in low sensitivity, but
also because the photoacid is a catalyst that reacts with the
surrounding photoresist. Therefore, the photoresist properties
are changing as a function of time. The diffusion coefficient of the
photoacid is always inferred by a kinetics model through the
measurement of its reaction products. Second, the diffusion
length obtained by this process is not necessarily relevant to the
actual situation. For instance, the point-spread function simul-
taneously provides the characteristic diffusion length and extent
of reaction. This approach was enabled by interferometric litho-
graphy to characterize and compare different resists.11,24 Also,
the diffusion distance a photoacid travels from the nominally
exposed region to the unexposed region provides an estimate of
the ultimate resolution caused by image slimming after develop-
ment. However, this may not reflect any relationship to (2Dt)1/2

even under ideal optical exposure conditions.
Transport fundamentals have a long-standing interest in

polymer science. The diffusion constant in polymer and block
copolymer melts may be determined by measurements of inter-
diffusion.25-28 This was enabled by the preparation of bilayer
andmultilayer films with nanometer initial interfacial width. The
thermally activated interdiffusion led to well-defined concentra-
tion profiles that were used to test models for polymer diffusion.
Recently, Torkelson et al.29,30 andEdiger et al.31 applied sophisti-
cated fluorescence and neutron reflectivity methods on specially
prepared thin film multilayers to probe dynamic heterogeneity
and confinement effects near the glass transition. Ober et al.
found that photoacid exchange and diffusion processes were
critical to organic electronic device fabrication and performance
the fabrication of light-emitting polymer devices.32 Of specific
interest to photoacid diffusion, quantification methods of photo-
acid diffusion coefficients or diffusion length are available. These
methods may use a single resist thin film, a bilayer or trilayer
of resist with a photoacid generator feeding layer. In the case
of multilayers the photoacid formed by exposure would diffuse
in the thin glassy polymer film and be detected by the extent
of reaction.

A novel approach was developed by Houle and IBM co-
workers16,20 to measure reaction kinetics. They use a photoresist
thin film containing PAG and expose to a UV wavelength that is
strongly absorbed by the film, such that effectively only the
surface is exposed, not the entire film. Therefore, subsequent
processing has the characteristics of one-dimensional photoacid
diffusion gradient in this in situ formed photoacid layer. This
approach has several advantages: the photoacid diffuses within
one resist media, which is close to real situation in lithography; a
variety of systems and formulations may be rapidly examined, so
long as the film remains highly UV absorbing. The initial

photoacid profile depends upon the film absorbance characteri-
stics that was determined by combined stochastic modeling and
FTIR measurements.

Previous bilayer stack methods used different polymer films,
typically a resist and a polymer film loaded with PAG. This
bilayer is then exposed to UV light forming photoacid in PAG-
containing layer.17,33-36 Since the bilayer consists of two different
polymers, the main drawback was that the photoacid diffusion
could be different in each layer. This may impose difficulties in
modeling and interpretation.A trilayer stackmethod inwhich the
studied resist is sandwiched between an acid feeding layer and a
detection layer has also been used.37 This approach required
floating films from water.

In this paper, we propose a new method to prepare multilayer
films made by a soft-contact film transfer technique.38 This
approach resolves two major hurdles over conventional methods
to prepare multilayers: multilayers of the same polymer film are
traditionally prepared by floating a second film on the surface of
water.39 However, this approach is plagued by partial dissolution
of film additives as well as limited by fragile films that crumble
under the surface tension of water. These two issues can prevent
quantitative analysis and limit measurement methods that re-
quire large uniform areas. Multilayers of different polymer films
may be prepared by sequential spin-coating. However, this is
limited to finding satisfactory solvent/nonsolvent pairs.40 Bi-
layers of arbitrary polymer thin films using the soft-contact film
transfer approach developed here resolve these frequently en-
countered problems.

We apply this approach to study the photoacid diffusion
length and reaction kinetics in molecular glass resists. The PAG
is loaded in the top layer of the bilayer film, but both the top and
bottom layer are the same resist. This provides one diffusion
medium for the photoacid that resolves a previous challenge.
Since the PAG is restricted to one layer, the photoacid distribu-
tion is well-defined by the bilayer, and one may use the specific
wavelength of interest for exposure, such as EUV whereby
the photoacid generation mechanisms are different than UV.41

Large uniform areas, such as 76 mm diameter wafers, prepared
by our methods are amenable to a variety of high-resolution
techniques such as X-ray and neutron reflectivity and spectro-
scopy ellipsometry. In the present study, a nondestructive FTIR
measurement with a hot stage is used to collect the data in real
time. The samples after postexposure bake (PEB) were then
developed in an aqueous hydroxide solution, and the etching
depth was measured in comparison to model predictions.

With the method established, we studied two model EUV
photoresists: a poly(hydroxystyrene-co-tert-butyl acrylate) that
bears resemblance to the commercial environmentally stable
chemically amplified photoresist (ESCAP) and a novel calix-
[4]resorcinarene molecular glass (MG) resist. Since the CD and
LERmetrics are approaching the characteristic dimensions of the
photoresist polymers, alternative architectures were considered
to extend photolithography by using lower molar mass mole-
cules.42 These molecular glass resists, while smaller, may also
improve the uniformity of blends with PAG and other addi-
tives.43 The MG resists may also benefit from a more uniform
development due to the lack of chain entanglements and long
relaxation times, essentially eliminating swelling, when compared
to polymers.Molecular glass resists have a well-defined core with
pendant protected base-soluble groups (such as hydroxyls and
carboxyls). With this approach the core chemistry can vary from
ringlike calix[4]resorcinarenes,44-47 branched phenolic groups,48,49

and disklike hexaphenolic groups.50,51 Early approaches with MG
led to low glass transition temperatures; however, such problems
were resolved by increased hydrogen-bonding functionality and
design of the core structure. High glass transition temperatures
(typically,Tg>140 �Cwithpolymers) providedimensional stability.
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These approaches follow the chemically amplified photoresist blend
approach with critical additives.

While these newmaterials are under active lithographic testing,
quantitative measurements of photoacid diffusion length, latent-
image log slope, and dose sensitivity are lacking. In this work, we
compare the deprotection reaction-diffusion kinetics of a com-
mon photoacid generator in a polymer and molecular glass resist
with similar resist chemistry to characterize basic effects of
molecular architecture on the photoacid diffusion length and
reaction-diffusion front. Such a comparison is very important
because the photoacid catalyzed deprotection reaction is the root
cause of current projection lithography feature limitations. Mea-
surements of the reaction kinetics constants and photoacid
diffusion constant would allow a predictive approach to line-
edge feature critical dimensions and LER. This approach will
provide parameters that may qualify, or aid in the interpretation
or benchmark parameters determined by photolithography pro-
cess window experiments.

2. Experimental Section79

2.1. Materials. Two different architectures of resists;a poly-
mer photoresist, poly(hydroxystyrene-co-tert-butyl acrylate) or
P(HOSt-co-tBA),52 and a tert-butoxycarbonyl (t-BOC)-pro-
tected tetra-C-methylcalix[4]resorcinarene (CM4R) molecular
glass material;were studied.53 The P(HOSt-co-tBA) had a
number-average relative molar mass (Mn) = 11 460 g/mol,
polydispersity index (PDI)=1.8, and copolymer composition
of 49 mol % hydroxystyrene and 51 mol % tert-butyl acrylate
(DuPont Electronic Polymers). The chemical formula and
photoacid-catalyzed deprotection reaction equation are shown
in Figure 1. The same photoacid generator, triphenylsulfonium
perfluorobutanesulfonate (TPS-PFBS), was used to directly
compare the effect of molecular architecture on the photoacid
reaction-diffusion kinetics. When referring to the PAG load-
ings (or concentration), it will be implied as mass % of resist
from this point forward. We notice that the protection groups
differ, which will lead to a small difference in activation energy
of the reaction; however, both materials share the phenol
functionality. We will compare our results to those in the
literature for t-BOC-protected PHOST which share the same
protection chemistry as the molecular resist studied in this
paper.

2.2. Bilayer Process: Soft-Contact Film Transfer. In this study
we use two methods of thin film preparation: single layer and
bilayer. The single-layer method refers to the photoresist for-
mulation (resistþ PAG blend) prepared on a silicon wafer. The
bilayermethod involves forming a stacked layer structure of two
films on a silicon wafer with well-defined thickness and no
intermixing. Both single layer and bilayer films are used in this
experiment. In the single layer film, the PAG is uniformly

distributed, while in the bilayer film, the PAG is present only
in the top layer. The single layer sample provides the simplest
system to study the reaction kinetics and estimate the reaction
rate constant and photoacid trapping rate constant. In the single
layer film, the diffusion coefficient is completely coupled with
the reaction rate constant because the gradient of photoacid
concentration is zero. In order to determine the photoacid diffu-
sion coefficient, a well-defined initial acid gradient is necessary
to follow the moving photoacid reaction front.

A new film stamping technique (Figure 2) was developed to
generate the well-defined step acid concentration gradient.38 In
this case a resist film containing PAG is prepared on a poly-
(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrate and then stamped onto an
PAG-free resist film at an elevated temperature. After the stack
cools the PDMS substrate is removed. The primary advantage
of this bilayer approach is that only one diffusion medium is
present. This approach is more convenient than double spin-
coatingmethods that provide high-fidelity bilayers but is limited
with respect to finding suitable casting solvents for the acid
feeder layers that do not share the same polymer media as the
bottom layer.17,33,54 The PDMSmethod is capable of forming a
sharp interface between two identical polymer layers. However,
in our case the top layer contains PAG. The interfacial width
was between 1 nm to 2 nm as measured by neutron reflecti-
vity with a bilayer of deuterated and protonated poly(methyl
methacrylate). Therefore, the loaded PAG has a nearly perfect
step profile within length scales of the interfacial width.

One of the most important steps in our approach is to make a
bilayer film consisting of only one resist butwith PAG located at
the top or bottom layer film. This design simplifies the experi-
ment and modeling because the initial PAG distribution is
defined by a sharp interface between the top and bottom layers,
and the transport properties are across the samemedium. This is
a large improvement over all previous approaches.

The procedure for preparing these bilayer films involves three
major steps: spin-coating of bottom layer, stamp fabrication,
and stamp film transfer. The bottom layer film that does not
contain PAG should be prepared beforehand onto clean silicon
wafers and postapply baked to remove residual solvent. By
removing the residual solvent, the interdiffusion of the two
layers during the stamping process is minimized. The PDMS
stamp with thickness less than 5 mm is prepared from a
commercially available PDMS prepolymer (Dow Corning Syl-
gard 184 base and curing agent) with cross-linker in 10:1 or 12:1
mass ratio. The liquid mixture is stirred for 15 min until it

Figure 1. Acid-catalyzed (Hþ) deprotection reaction of (a) P(HOSt-co-
tBA) and (b) t-BOC-protected calix[4]resorcinarene.

Figure 2. Bilayer sample preparation with the PDMS film stamping
technique.
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becomes opaque and then poured onto a separate clean silicon
wafer that rests inside a larger dish. Typically a 5mm thick stamp
works well and has sufficient mechanical properties. This entire
dish is placed into a vacuum chamber to remove air bubbles,
after which the PDMS is cured in a preheated oven at 70 �C for
1 h. The PDMS stamp is then cooled to room temperature. A
circular piece is cut using a razor blade and peeled off from the
silicon wafer. This smooth surface that was in contact with the
wafer is the top of the stamp. In order to improve the wetting
properties for spin-coating the resist solutions on the PDMS
stamp, the PDMS surface is treated with oxygen plasma for 5 s
at an oxygen flow rate of 2 scfh. The stamp can then be placed
onto a spin-coater to prepare the top layer film (nominally
80 nm to 300 nm thick) without a subsequent bake. Finally, the
film is transferred from the PDMS substrate to the bottom layer
by gently resting the film side down onto the bottom layer film,
making contact between the two polymer films. Wait until the
PDMShas completely established contact with the bottom layer
film, typically about 10 min. Transfer the sample stack to a hot
plate preheated to 90 �C, gently compress the PDMS stamp for
about 20 s, and then move the sample to a benchtop to cool.
Slowly peel off the PDMS stamp. The film should have trans-
ferred from the PDMS, making a bilayer. This bilayer stack is
then PAB for 60 s at the same PAB temperature used for the
bottom layer to remove residual solvent in the top layer.

2.3. Fourier Transform Infrared Reflectance Absorption Spec-
troscopy. The C-O (νC-O ≈ 1160 cm-1) stretch vibrational
spectroscopic band is used to quantify the deprotection level of
P(HOSt-co-tBA) upon PEB (Figure 3a), while the CdO stretch
(νCdO ≈ 1760 cm-1) is used for CM4R (Figure 3b). All FTIR
spectra were collected with a Bomem FTLA 2000 instrument in
reflection mode at 16 cm-1 resolution. Silicon wafers were
coated with Au to increase IR reflectivity and mounted on a
preheated hot stage though vacuum contact for the PEB studies.
Film thicknesses were measured separately with a J.A.Woollam
IR variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer with an uncertainty
of 1-2 nm estimated by one standard deviation based on a
calibration with film thickness determined by X-ray reflectivity.

2.4. Reaction-Diffusion Kinetics Model. The details of the
modeling approach are discussed elsewhere,21,55 and in the
Supporting Information only a brief summary is presented. In
general, there are three mains parts; the first uses Dill’s equation
to describe the photoacid generation process in eq 1.

H ¼ ½PAG�ð1- e-CEÞ ð1Þ
dφ

dt
¼ kPHð1-φÞ ð2Þ

DH
Dt

¼ DHr2H- kTHφ ð3Þ

where [PAG] is the initial photoacid generator loading andH is
concentration of photoacid after exposure to a UV exposure
dose (E). The Dill constant, C, parametrizes the type of PAG,
efficiency, and UV wavelength dependence. In this study, we
apply to the sample a 248 nmbroad-bandUVdose (Oriel Corpora-
tion) that is high enough (150 mJ/cm2) so that all the PAG are
activated according the Dill constant obtained previously.21 In this
case, the initial acid concentration H0 is simply equal to the PAG
concentration. Equation 2 describes the deprotection reaction such
that the rate of change in deprotection level (φ) is determined by a
first-order reaction between resist protected species (1 - φ) and
photoacid concentration with reaction rate constant (kP).

Equation 3 describes the transport properties of photoacid. A
Fickian diffusive term is used to model the center-of-mass
photoacid diffusion where DH is the diffusion constant. While
the photoacid diffuses as an electrolyte composed of proton
(Hþ) and counteranion, we simplify this by an effective diffusion
constant. The second term is a process that describes a stoichio-
metric loss of photoacid. The photoacid trapping mechanism
with acid trapping rate constant kT was introduced in our
previous work21,55-57 with the notion that photoacids may be
kinetically trapped by the reaction products. In a previous
study, we demonstrated that deprotection domains are formed
in partially reacted photoresist films. This heterogeneous struc-
ture is formed by the reaction-diffusion of individual photo-
acids and the subsequent hydrogen-bonding aggregation.55 The
strong hydrogen-bonding interactions between the photoacid
and the pendant polar groups act as a trap. The trapping rate
depends first order on the local deprotection level (φ) such that a
higher deprotection level induces a larger trapping rate.

2.5. Kinetics Parameters Preliminaries. FTIR measures the
time evolution of the average deprotection level of the film. For
single layer films, the average deprotection level applies to the
whole film assuming the reaction is uniform. For bilayer films,
the deprotection level in the top versus bottom layer will be
different as suggested by step 4 in the schematic of Figure 2
because the photoacid generator is initially only in the top layer.
Since each layer undergoes different extents of reaction due to
photoacid diffusion, the measured average deprotection level
will depend on the relative film thicknesses of the bilayer film.
Therefore, the data must be normalized to determine howmuch
additional reaction takes place between single layer and bilayer
experiments.

A relative deprotection level was defined as the average
deprotection level normalized to the thickness of acid feeding
layer. If there is no acid diffusion, the relative deprotection level
of bilayers is equal to the average deprotection level for the
single layer. In the presence of photoacid diffusion, the relative
deprotection of bilayers is always larger than the single layer film
counterpart with the same PAG loading, exposure dose, and

Figure 3. (a) C-O stretching vibrational band evolution during PEB for P(HOSt-co-tBA). (b) CdO stretching vibrational band evolution duringPEB
for CM4R.
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PEB conditions. Therefore, it is expected that the relative
deprotection to that of the single layer is greater than 1 for
bilayer films although the average deprotection level is always
less than 1. The three kinetic parameters are determined by
simultaneously fitting the zero-gradient (single layer) and one-
dimensional gradient (bilayer) reaction kinetics with the above
model. Subsequently, with known initial conditions and three fit
parameters the deprotection profile φ(z) may be calculated for
any PEB time.

The uniqueness of the kinetics parameter measurements and
how they influence the shapes of the reaction kinetics curves are
illustrated by the following examples. At the early stage of the
deprotection reaction, the deprotection level for a single layer film
approximately follows an exponential rate law due to the insigni-
ficance of the trapping termkTHφ at small deprotection level. This
exponential increase of deprotection is dictated primarily by the
reaction rate constant, k=kPH0, with the known initial photoacid
concentration,H0. At the later stage of the deprotection reaction,
most of the photoacid becomes inactive due to trapping process
and the deprotection level plateaus. For a single layer film, it was
demonstrated that this plateau level depends on the ratio of
trapping constant kT to reaction rate constant, kP, r=kT/kP.

21

Thus, two of the three parameters are uniquely determined and
estimated by the asymptotic curve features from the early and late
stage of deprotection. The third parameter, diffusion coefficient
DH, cannot be determined by the proposed mean-field reaction
kinetics modeling of single layer reactions because there is no

gradient of the acid concentration.According to eq 3,DHdoes not
appear in the final function of deprotection level. However, DH

will determine the plateau level of the relative deprotection for the
bilayer samples jointly with the other two parameters predeter-
mined from single layer results. Thus, these three parameters can
be uniquely determined by fitting the single layer and bilayer
kinetics data simultaneously.

Figure 4 shows the sensitivity of the expected deprotection
level as a function of reaction time for single layer (a, b) and
bilayer (c) reaction kinetics. In the absence of any acid loss
mechanisms (kT=0 s-1) and increasing reaction rate constant
the deprotection always goes to completion, as shown in
Figure 4a for a single layer. Figure 4b demonstrates the plateau
level in deprotection extent by varying the trapping constant
over experimentally obtainable scales kT=0-0.05 s-1 with kP
fixed at 0.01 s-1. For the bilayer case for fixed trapping and
reaction constants there is sensitivity to the effective diffusion
constant simply from the plateau in average deprotection.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Acquisition of Kinetics Parameters. 3.1.1. Reaction
Rate and Photoacid Trapping Constants: Single Layer Gradient-
Free Approach. The deprotection changes with PEB time were
measured by FTIR as a function of temperature for single layer
films of P(HOSt-co-tBA) and CM4R (Figure 5a,b). It can be
seen that the deprotection level has a fast increase at the early

Figure 4. Simulated results: (a) deprotection level vs PEB time at different reaction rate k (kT=0 is fixed) for single layer film; (b) deprotection level vs
PEB time at different trapping rate kT (k = 0.01 s-1 is fixed) for single layer film; (c) absolute deprotection level vs PEB time at different diffusion
coefficientDH (k=0.01 s-1 and kT= 0.01 s-1 are fixed) for bilayer film (thickness for acid feeding layer and the acid-free layer used in the simulation
are 50 and 100 nm, respectively). When DH = 0, the curve is the same as in single layer case.
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stage of the PEB time and saturates below completion (depro-
tection of 1.0) at the later stage for a given PEB temperature.
The increased rate and the saturation level of deprotection level
are governed by the reaction rate constants and trapping
constants (see Figure 4). The lines are fits to the model in the
absenceof diffusivity (D=0), and the results for the temperature
dependence of the reaction constants are shown in Figure 6 for
both P(HOSt-co-tBA) and CM4R. For Figure 5, P(HOSt-co-
tBA): γ=0.02, F=1.2 g/cm3, H0=0.0257 nm-3; CM4R: γ=
0.01, F=1.2 g/cm3, H0=0.0129 nm-3. PAG loading and the
initial acid concentration can be converted from the formula
[PAG]0=H0=γFNA/MPAG, where γ is the mass fraction of
PAG in resist film, F is the mass density of polymer resists,
MPAG is the molecular mass of PAG, and NA is Avogadro’s
constant.

The reaction and trapping rate constants follow an
Arrhenius dependence with fits to ln kP=A - Ea/RT with
activation energy (Ea) and collision prefactor (A). Figure 6
shows that both kP and kT are larger for CM4R than
P(HOSt-co-tBA) at equal PEB temperatures. The activation
energy and prefactor for reaction in CM4R are also slightly
larger than the P(HOSt-co-tBA) and shown in Table 1.

3.1.2. Photoacid Diffusion Coefficient: Bilayer, One-Di-
mensional Gradient, Approach. As mentioned in section 2.4,

by experimentally introducing a well-defined step photoacid
gradient there is explicit spatial sensitivity to measure the
photoacid diffusion coefficient due to the additional reaction
when compared to the single layer (no gradient). By simul-
taneously fitting the FTIR reaction kinetics data to both
single layer and bilayer films, the three kinetics parameters
kP, kT, and DH can be extracted in the same fit as shown in
Figure 7. It can be seen that the basic reaction-diffusion
kinetics model fits both the single layer and bilayer films with
one set of parameters. The introduction of a one-dimensional
gradient allows the extra deprotection as shownby the higher
relative deprotection extent for the bilayer. The results of the
reaction-diffusion kinetics parameters in P(HOSt-co-tBA)

Figure 5. Average deprotection level change in single layers with PEB time and temperature: (a) P(HOSt-co-tBA) with 2% PAG loading; (b) CM4R
with 1% PAG loading. Uncertainty in the deprotection quantification is ≈(0.01-0.02. The solid lines are the fitted curves from the kinetics model.

Figure 6. Reaction rate constants (a) and photoacid trapping constant (b) for P(HOSt-co-tBA) andCM4Rat various PEB temperature. The solid lines
are Arrhenius model fits.

Table 1. Arrhenius Parameters for Photoacid Reaction and Acid
Trapping

reaction rate constant
photoacid trapping

constant (s-1)

A Ea (kJ/mol) A Ea (kJ/mol)

P(HOSt-co-tBA)a 45 ( 1 136 ( 3 25( 2 86( 5
CM4Ra 52 ( 3 152 ( 8 27( 2 89( 7
PBOCSt20 42 120

aUncertainties shown are one standard deviation from the mean of
three measurements.
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at 90 �C PEB are listed in Table 2 for three different samples.
It can be seen that the reaction constants and photoacid
diffusion constant are independent of bilayer thickness
and initial PAG concentration by comparing 2 and 5 mass
% TPS-PFBS. This highlights that the PDMS stamping
approach is reproducible and leads to self-consistent experi-
mental results.

The temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficients
measured for P(HOSt-co-tBA) and CM4R is shown in
Figure 8. The Arrhenius prefactor and activation energy
from fitting ln D vs 1/RT are listed in Table 3. Similar to the
reaction constants in Figure 5, the photoacid diffusion
constants in Figure 8 show that the same PFBS photoacid
has a larger diffusion coefficient in CM4R than in P(HOSt-
co-tBA) at the same PEB temperature. Table 3 summarizes
that CM4R has similar prefactor and activation energy,
within experimental uncertainty, as those of poly(tert-
butoxycarbonyloxystyrene) (PBOCSt). The PBOCSt from
theHoule study andCM4R in this study have the same tBOC
protection groups.

The FTIR approach provides a simple methodology to
estimate photoacid diffusion coefficients. A direct method is
to measure the deprotection profile by neutron reflectivity.34

Our previous study33 with deuterium-labeled P(HOSt-co-
tBA) shows that the photoacid diffusion constant is ≈1.3
nm2/s at 90 �C PEB, which is in good agreement with the
current measurements (4.2 nm2/s) under similar experimen-
tal conditions. A major difference is that in the neutron
reflectivity study the photoacid feeder layer was not the same
resist polymer, and the photoacid bilayer system was re-
versed. The PAG feeder layer could impose a different initial
acid transport rate. The soft-lithography stamping method
described here provides one diffusion media and therefore
eliminates such ambiguity.

3.2. Reaction Kinetics Parameters. 3.2.1. Diffusion Coeffi-
cients. The measurements and model show that the photoacid

diffusion coefficients and reaction constants are systemically
larger inCM4RthanP(HOSt-co-tBA) at the same temperature.
The PEB conditions we employ are below the calorimetric glass
transition of the resist for tBOC-protectedCM4RandP(HOSt-
co-tBA); the Tgs are 107 �C [ref 58] and 150 �C [ref 59],
respectively. Even though the processing temperature is closer
to Tg with the molecular glass, below Tg the glassy dynamics

Figure 7. Relative deprotection level vs PEB time for single layer and bilayer in P(HOSt-co-tBA) film samples at temperature 90 �C (a) and in CM4R
film samples at temperature 70 �C (b). The initial PAG loading for top layer of the bilayer and the single layer are 2 and 5 mass % for (a) and (b),
respectively. Exposure dose ≈ 150 mJ/cm2. The solid lines are fitted curves with kinetics model.

Table 2. Reaction-Diffusion Parameters for P(HOSt-co-tBA)a

top/bottom layer (nm) kP (nm
3 s-1) kT (s-1) DH (nm2/s)

thin film; 2% PAG 64.8/89.1 0.48 0.0267 4.5
thick film; 2% PAG 69.0/211.2 0.47 0.0279 4.1
thick film; 5% PAG 71.1/222.3 0.58 0.0304 3.9
averageb 0.51( 0.06 0.028( 0.002 4.2 ( 0.3

aPEB temperature of 90 �C. The single layer film is also prepared through PDMS film transfer technique onto Si wafer. bAverage of three values with
uncertainty given as one standard deviation.

Figure 8. Natural logarithm of measured photoacid diffusion coeffi-
cients forCM4RandP(HOSt-co-tBA) versus inverse PEB temperature.
The solid lines are fits to the Arrhenius equation.

Table 3. Activation Energy of Photoacid Diffusion Coefficients

DH = A exp(-Ea/RT) A (nm2/s) Ea (kJ/mol)

P(HOSt-co-tBA) 44 ( 8 127 ( 25
CM4R 59 ( 8 165 ( 23
PBOCSt20 51 153
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strictly do not depend upon the glass transition temperature,
since the temperaturedependence lacks a reference temperature.
This is supported by the observations that the kinetics and
diffusion constants followanArrhenius dependence that lacks a
reference temperature, such as Tg. Well above Tg, however, the
temperature dependence of the dynamics should follow a
Vogel-Fulcher (equivalent to Williams-Landel-Ferry) de-
pendence that requires a reference temperature (T - Tg).

60 It
is interesting to note that most polymer resists display an
increase inTgwith deprotectionowing to the strong interactions
of thepolar groups,whereas the calix[4]resorcinarenemolecular
glass studied here undergoes a decrease inTg with deprotection;
the Tg of the fully protected CM4R is 107 �C, while that of the
unprotectedCM4Ris 84 �C[ref 58]. So, it appears that the effect
of protection level on Tg is not general with photoresists.

We attribute the larger diffusivity of the same photoacid in
the molecular glass than polymer as strongly influenced by
the hydrogen-bonding interaction. The photoacid is a strong
hydrogen-bond donor, while the phenol on PHOSt and/or
the carbonyl are hydrogen-bond acceptors with the P(HOSt-
co-tBA). In CM4R the CdO is mostly shielded by the tBOC
protection groups and not easily accessible and do not
hydrogen bond. This difference in interaction may partly
explain the larger diffusivity in CM4R. However, as the
deprotection reaction occurs, these specific interactions bet-
ween photoacid and newly formed deprotected polar groups,
hydroxyls in CM4R and acrylic acid in P(HOSt-co-tBA),
strongly influence the photoacid transport. The interaction
with these polar groups was demonstrated in a model
systems.61,62 The local deprotection structure may addition-
ally slow down the photoacid and effectively trap them. This
would be reflected by the higher trapping rate (shorter
photoacid lifetime) that reduces the overall photoacid diffu-
sion length in CM4R.

3.2.2. Reaction Rate Constants. The reaction-diffusion of
photoacid in chemically amplified resists is generally beli-
eved to be diffusion-controlled. This can be demonstrated by
analyzing the experimental data for single layer and bilayer
films. Parts a and b of Figure 9 show a comparison of
the average deprotection level of bilayer film sample for
P(HOSt-co-tBA) and CM4R, respectively, as a function of
PEB time between the measured and the expected result
under a hypothetical reaction-control mechanism. In a
reaction-controlled situation, the photoacid diffuses very
fast, and the concentration of photoacid quickly reaches an
equilibrium state in the whole bilayer film beginning with

the top layer or the acid feeding layer.However, it can be seen
that the measured average deprotection level for bilayer film
(the real situation) is far lower than that expected in the
reaction-controlled condition. This suggests that the con-
centration of photoacid does not disperse uniformly in the
bilayer film, but rather forms a gradient. Therefore, the
deprotection reaction is diffusion-controlled and more con-
sistent with our observations.

A diffusion-controlled photoacid-catalyzed reaction can
be described by a random walk model where the photoacid
hops from site-to-site within the glassymatrix. If the reaction
is treated as an effective collision between two molecules
(Smoluchowski rate), the reaction rate constant or can be
related to the diffusion coefficient by63

kP ¼ 4πRðD1 þD2Þðr1 þ r2Þ ð4Þ
where the R is the reaction probability per collision, the D1

and D2 are the diffusion coefficient for the two molecules,
and the r1 and r2 are the molecular radii. Considering the
collision is not between two freemolecules but between a free
molecule or the proton and a functional group in a quasi-
static matrix, eq 4 can be rewritten to be as the following if all
the functional groups (more accurately the reaction site) are
in a cubic lattice.64

kP ¼ 6RDL ð5Þ
where L is the step length in the cubic lattice model and R the
probability of the acid-labile reaction per collision. If R and L
do not differ much for CM4R or P(HOSt-co-tBA), eq 5
suggests that the reaction rate constant increaseswith diffusion
coefficient. This is consistent with the two resists studied. R is
the local reaction rate in which the transport factor can be
ignored; therefore, it can be best measured when the acid-
catalyzed reaction occurs in solution state.We do not have this
information yet. However, Wallraff found that the reaction
rate constant for the acid-catalyzed reactionwithTPS-PFBS is
greater in PBOCSt than in poly(tert-butyl acrylate), PTBA.65

These resist systems differ by the acid-labile protecting group
which suggests the reaction probability for tert-butylcarbonate
(tBOC) is larger than tert-butyl (tB). In other words, the acid-
labile reaction is easier in a resist with tBOC than that with tB.
This could be an additional factor to account for the larger
reaction rate in MG.

It is interesting to note that with the measured reaction
rate constants and the diffusion coefficient the reaction

Figure 9. Average deprotection level vs PEB time for bilayer in P(HOSt-co-tBA) film samples at temperature 90 �C (a) and in CM4R film samples at
temperature 70 �C (b). The dots are themeasured data; the solid lines are the calculated by assuming the deprotection is reaction-controlled inwhich the
reaction rate constant and trapping constant are the same as those in the corresponding single layer film.
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probability can be estimated to be around 0.03 and 0.05 for
P(HOSt-co-tBA) and MG, respectively (L is assumed to be
0.5 nm). These numbers imply that one reaction occurs every
33 collisions and 20 collisions for the polymer andmolecular
resist, respectively. Measurements that are able to probe the
local dynamics of these reaction at nanometer length scales
would be an interesting test of these predictions.

The activation energy for reaction rate constants is not far
away from that of the diffusion coefficients from Tables 2
and 3. This is another evidence about that the acid-catalyzed
reaction is dominated by diffusion. Consequently, the acti-
vation energy of R, the local reaction rate, is very low. This
fact suggests that the acid-labile reaction is more like the ion-
initiated reaction instead of free-radical-initiated which
usually has a larger activation energy barrier.66

3.2.3. Phenomenology of the Trapping Constants. The
diffusion of photoacids is generally non-Fickian.36 This can
be evident from the fact that the reaction actually stops at
deprotection levels less than 1, particularly for single layer
films, indicating that thephotoacidhasbecome inactiveorbeen
lost. Because of the non-Fickian behavior, variousmodels have
been proposed to describe this phenomenon. Houle et al.20,65

suggest an equilibrium state for the acidic protons to reside on
protected and deprotectedmoieties; therefore, there are always
someprotons that areno longer active for deprotectionbecause
they reside in deprotected products. This implies that the
photoacid is not active at all times but may appear lost or
dormant due to local equilibration. Other approaches include
an acid loss term in the Fickian diffusion equation. In most
cases36,67 the acid loss term is modeled as -kLH, where kL is
called acid loss constant, suggesting that the acid loss rate is first
order in acid concentration and independent of the deprotec-
tion level.

In our study, we model the acid loss as -kTHφ to
incorporate the influence of the deprotection reaction.21

There is almost no difference in describing the single layer
film system between these two models except that the kT is
usually larger than kL because the deprotection level is
always less than one. However, it is necessary to use the
trapping mechanism of eq 3 with first-order dependence on
the deprotection extent to describe the deprotection profile
at the interface of a bilayer system.17 Figure 10a shows the
results of curve fitting for the bilayer kinetics data using the
literature acid loss model. We assume that the same set of
parameters is applicable for both single layer and bilayer
films just as we did with our current model. We found that

fitting to the data is poor, particularly around the PEB time
period before the reaction reaches saturation. Moreover, the
diffusion coefficient obtained with this model is unreason-
ably high when compared previous neutron reflectivity
results.33 These two aspects combined indicate that a trap-
ping mechanism makes more sense in capturing the physical
process as shown by Figure 7a.

Another important feature for the trapping mechanism is
that trapping is more associated with deprotection domains
rather than single moieties. For example, there are 50%HOSt
groups in P(HOSt-co-tBA), but since P(HOSt-co-tBA) is a
random copolymer, the HOSt groups are uniformly distri-
buted in the resist. However, local hydrophilic domains form
during the deprotection reaction due to the discrete nature of
the photoacid and the local aggregation;56 the photoacid could
be effectively slowed down and even stopped by these domains
until all the photoacid become inactive. Hence, this is referred
to as a phenomenological trapping process. This point will be
illustrated with Figure 10b as follows. If the photoacid is
trapped by every polar functional group, the stoichio-
metry of the trapping term for P(HOSt-co-tBA) should be
-(0.5kTHφ þ 0.5kT

0H). Since both the HOSt and the MAA
are strongly polar groups, we can assume kT=kT

0. Such a
kinetics model can fit the single layer data very well, but we
encounter the same problem as the acid loss model of
Figure 10a when fitting the bilayer data. This implies that
trappingdoes not occurwith a singlemolecule ormoiety rather
with a polar domain.

In our previous study, we demonstrated that deprotection
domains are formed in partially reacted photoresist films. This
heterogeneous structure is formed by the reaction-diffusion of
individual photoacids and the subsequent hydrogen-bonding
aggregation.55 The degree of heterogeneity was quantified,
as an order parameter, based upon the relative fraction of
hydrogen-bonded versus free carboxylic acid groups. The
scaling of the degree of heterogeneity with deprotection extent
aswell as copolymer content verified thehypothesis of localized
domains with nonrandom distribution. Further, the hetero-
geneity reaches a maximum at intermediate deprotection ex-
tents that serves as kinetic traps of the diffusing photoacids. In
the present case, since CM4R has a relatively lower Tg, it may
be easier for dynamically rearranging regions to form a hetero-
geneous structure with a larger trapping probability.

3.3. Deprotection Profile Predictions and Estimates of the
Photoacid Diffusion Length. The photoacid diffusion length
can be estimated by developing the bilayer in an aqueous

Figure 10. Deprotection level vs PEB time for single layer and bilayer in P(HOSt-co-tBA) film samples at temperature 90 �C. The solid lines are fitted
curves with kinetics model with acid loss term (a) -kLH and (b) -kTH(φ þ 1)/2. Both model fit the single layer data very well but the bilayer data
poorly. The diffusion coefficient to the bilayer experiments are found to be >350 nm2/s (a) and 45 nm2/s (b) with best fit.
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hydroxide solution as shown in step 5 of Figure 2. The
distance between the initial bilayer interface and the deve-
loped film thickness is a measure of how far the photoacid
diffused and reacted. Experimentally, this length can be
determined by subtracting the bottom layer film thickness
after PEB and development from its initial thickness. This
approach does not require anymodeling and permits quanti-
tative comparison among different materials as well as PEB
conditions.

This definition of the photoacid diffusion length may also
be predicted. Using the reaction and diffusion parameters,
the deprotection profiles were calculated to provide the
depth profile of deprotection level. Figure 11a shows an
example of these deprotection profiles and how they evolve
with PEB time for the polymer resist. The diffusion length
was estimated by the distance from the initial sharp interface
(vertical dotted line) of a bilayer to the intersection between
the point of development called the solubility switch (SW)
shown as the horizontal line that intersects each profile.
Further, the deprotection gradient at the point where deve-
lopment stops (above an average deprotection level) or
latent-image log slope (LILS) may be calculated. The LILS
is a crucial physical parameter that is correlated to LER and
is central to all resolution models.2

The measured and predicted diffusion length and calcu-
lated deprotection gradients are listed in Table 4 for several
PEB temperatures. First, it can be seen that the measured
and calculated diffusion length agree with a single fitted
solubility switch. This supports the applicability of the
kinetics model and parameters used here. For these model
conditions of 30 min PEB time, there appears to be a weak
dependence on PEB temperature for the diffusion length and
deprotection gradient at the same PAG loading. However,

this is due to the fact that the reaction front17,68 stops
propagating due to the aforementioned photoacid trapping
process. One may see by inspection of Figure 11a that the
profiles do not propagate unbounded at long times. Under
these conditions, even though the initial PAG gradient is
sharp, the reaction does not proceed to completely deprotect
both layers. Shorter PEB times would show a strong tem-
perature dependence.

The perfluorobutanesulfonate photoacid has a signi-
ficantly smaller diffusion length in the molecular glass than
the polymer resist. Simultaneously, the deprotection gradi-
ent at the solubility switch is larger for the molecular glass at
the same PEB temperature. The large difference in diffusion
length is consistent with the higher deprotection value re-
quired to dissolve the molecular glass. The dissolution
threshold intercepts the deprotection profile at a shorter
distance when compared to the P(HOSt-co-tBA), as shown
in Figure 11b for a direct comparison. Another reason is that
the CM4R has a larger photoacid trapping constant that
results in a shorter acid lifetime even though the diffusion
coefficient and reaction rate constant are larger. Therefore, it
is the combination of reaction-diffusion parameters (kP, kT,
andDH) and position of the solubility switch that determines
the photoacid diffusion length.

As a consequence and importance of all three parameters,
a conversion of the diffusion constant to a diffusion length
using ld = (2Dt)1/2 differs from the diffusion length (Ld)
defined as the change in thickness after development of the
bilayer. The Ld is not proportional to t1/2 at all times,
contrary to what is generally believed. With the measured
kinetic parameters, the diffusion length was calculated as a
function of PEB time for various PEB temperatures for
P(HOSt-co-tBA), as shown in Figure 12. Initially, the Ld

Figure 11. (a) Calculated deprotection profile for P(HOSt-co-tBA) at 90 �CPEB temperature for various PEB times. PAG loading in acid feeding layer
is 5% by mass fraction. (b) Calculated deprotection profile for P(HOSt-co-tBA) and CM4R at 80 �C PEB temperature for 30 min PEB time. PAG
loading and dose condition are the same as (a) for both resists.

Table 4. Diffusion Length and Deprotection Gradient for CM4R and P(HOSt-co-tBA)

P(HOSt-co-tBA) molecular resist (CM4R)

PEBa,b (�C)
diffusion length

(measured/predicted) (nm)
deprotection

gradientc (nm-1) PEB (�C)
diffusion length

(measured/predicted) (nm)
deprotection

gradientc (nm-1)

80 42/38 0.005 60 4/5 0.022
90 48/45 0.005 70 6/7 0.013
100 (29)/(31) 0.004 80 8/7 0.016

aThe PAG loading is 5% PAG (or 2% in parentheses) in the acid feeder layer. bPEB time =30 min. cThe solubility switch is fitted to be 0.22 for
P(HOSt-co-tBA) and 0.42 for CM4R.
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appears to follow a t1/2 diffusive scaling; however, a syste-
matic deviation occurs and eventually a plateau in Ld. In
addition, each line is offset which indicates thatLd is not only
proportional to t1/2. The early and intermediate time beha-
vior is consistent with the experiments of Goldfarb et al.69

Thus, using ld=(2Dt)1/2 to estimate diffusion length from
known diffusion coefficient or to estimate the diffusion
coefficient from measured diffusion length is only valid for
Fickian diffusion or in the absence of photoacid loss or
trapping processes.

The experimental methods discussed should be of more
general use to fabricate test structures with high fidelity in
other research areas as well as extendable to other wave-
length exposures. Experiments to provide even more strin-
gent tests of the deprotection profiles using neutron
reflectivity are in progress. When compared to more sophis-
ticated analysis methods, it is clear that a rapid experimental
method is needed to test aspects of photoacid diffusion and
critical additives used to counteract the effects of image blur.
In the context of these experiments the soft-lithography
methods described here have proven useful to compare
commercial and model materials.

Of general interest to photoresists and other polymer
science problems is transport below, near, and above the glass
transition. Our observations of Arrhenius dependence is con-
sistent with the literature for activated transport below the
calorimetric glass transition.60However, evenone-component
glasses exhibit a dynamic heterogeneity. The local motions of
molecules exhibit dynamically rearranging regions of widely
varying domain size and relaxation times.60,70,71 However,
difficult photoresist problems are more closely related to
multicomponent copolymer glasses.72-75 The experimental
methods developed could be used to extend the multilayer
strategies to study transport and dynamic heterogeneity in a
wider variety of multicomponent systems.75-78 Since our
observations of photoacid trapping requires a static chemical
heterogeneity formed by the reaction, it would be interesting
to discuss the photoacid transport in the context of dynamic
heterogeneity.

4. Conclusions

A methodology to determine photoacid diffusion coefficients
was developed using a specially prepared bilayer films to create a
sharp step function profile of PAGdistribution.While thismodel

lithographic line edge has been created experimentally before, this
work presents the first demonstration of photoacid diffusion
across the same diffusion medium with a sharp initial PAG
distribution. The sharp interface mimics an ideal step exposure
line edge but also is applicable to base quencher additives and
extendable to any other chemically amplified resist systems.With
this new developed methodology, we have characterized and
compared the kinetics of two model EUV photoresists: a mole-
cular glass and a polymeric resist.We found that the reaction rate
constant, trapping constant, and the diffusion constant are all
larger in the molecular glass at equal PEB temperature. In
addition, the diffusion length and reaction-diffusion front do
not simply depend on an effective photoacid diffusion coefficient;
theydependent alsoon the photoacid trapping ratewhich reduces
the lifetime of the photoacid.
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